Oleg Patsianskiy, Independent strategic consultant

Industry:
Holding/trust companies

“AnyChart products are way beyond any other charting solutions available on the market due to its flexible XML input customization and AJAX-based interactivity. The focus of my research was on the solutions that provide online (real time) capabilities and ease of integration with up-to-date web based technologies. The examples are great, and the documentation is comprehensive and sufficient even for a beginner.”

“Customer service can’t be described by any other word but ‘excellent’. The sales staff responds fast, and the support people react in the same way. The company cares about its customers and listens to new ideas for future release implementation.”

“This is an unbelievably low-priced solution, which works great in many applications.”

— Oleg Patsianskiy, Independent strategic consultant

Oleg Patsianskiy chooses AnyChart for his consulting needs

Oleg Patsianskiy provides consulting services to the various holding and trust companies all over the world.

Challenge:

- To develop personal multi-purpose BPDs (Business Performance Dashboards) working in real time for combined financial and operational data.
- To be able to easily customize the output by changing chart types, colors and data layout.
- If possible, to provide some analytics on the fly.

Solution:

- Implemented browser-based panels with embedded AnyChart objects that don’t depend on the data source type and are fed with XML input.
- Developed different types of AnyChart and AnyMap layouts for visual representation including combined text-and-graphics panels.
- Used threshold features of AnyChart XML configuration files for online analytics output.